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VIAE-MAIL
July 16, 2008
Mr. Russell G. Golden
Technical Director
File Reference No. 1600-100
Financial Accounting Standards Board of
the Financial Accounting Foundation
40 I Merritt 7
P.O. Box 5116
Norwalk, Connecticut 06856-5116
Re:

LETTER OF COMMENT NO. : )

Proposed Statement of Financial Accounting Standards - Disclosure of Certain
Loss Contingencies - an amendment of FASB Statements No.5 and 141 (R)

Dear Mr. Golden:
Allergan, Inc., a Delaware corporation ("Allergan" or ''we''), appreciates the opportunity to
respond to the Financial Accounting Standards Board ("FASB" or the "Board") regarding the
Proposed Statement of Financial Accounting Standards, Disclosure of Certain Loss
Contingencies, an amendment of FASB Statements No. 5 and 141(R) (the "Proposed
Statement"). Allergan is a publicly traded, mUlti-specialty health care company listed on the
New York Stock Exchange under the symbol "AGN."
Under the heading "Why Is the FASB Issuing This Proposed Statement and When Is It
Effective?", the Board has indicated that the Proposed Statement is based on the premise that:
"Investors and other users of financial information have expressed concerns that
disclosures about loss contingencies under the existing guidance in FASB Statement No.
5, Accounting for Contingencies, do not provide adequate information to assist users of
fmancial statements in assessing the likelihood, timing, and amount of future cash flows
associated with loss contingencies."
We respectfully disagree with the notion that the majority of investors, financial statement users
and/or preparers believe that the existing FASB Statement No. 5's loss contingency guidance is
inadequate. Instead, we believe that the impetus for the wholesale revision of a framework that
has been in place and has been effective for over 30 years is being promoted by a small group of
vocal proponents that do not speak for the broader financial community. Furthermore, we
believe that those in greatest need of expanded loss contingency disclosure, including
commercial and investment banks, credit rating agencies and insurers, can obtain access to
additional disclosure to evaluate loss contingencies and the bases for their accounting. We
therefore request that the Board provide qualitative and quantitative information detailing the
concerns that led to the Proposed Statement.
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We believe that the current F ASB Statement No.5 is an excellent example of a principles-based
accounting standard and that the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants' Statement
of Position ("SOP") 94-6, Disclosure of Certain Significant Risks and Uncertainties, already
embodies many of the concepts in the Proposed Statement, including the "near term" and "severe
impact" concepts. By their very nature, contingencies often involve complex issues and
judgments that do not lend themselves to summarized discussions. Broadening the disclosure
requirements and the number of issues requiring disclosure, we believe, would create more
confusion than clarity - particularly with respect to the disclosure of a company's maximum
exposure to a contingent liability (as discussed in response to Question No.5 in Exhibit I to this
letter) and with respect to quantitative disclosures of remote loss contingencies and unasserted
loss contingencies. In addition, for public companies, a disclosure of risk factors is included in
SEC registration statements and periodic filings, supplementing the information included in
financial statements.
We would also like to acknowledge our agreement with the concerns expressed in the December
4, 2007 letter sent to Chairman Herz by a group of senior Iitigators from a number of large U.S.
corporations and the April 17, 2008 letter that was sent to Chairman Herz by the Committee on
Corporate Reporting of Financial Executives International (attached hereto as Exhibit 2 and
Exhibit 3, respectively). The Proposed Statement infers an ability to assess outcomes that simply
does not exist. A recent example of the unpredictability of litigation and the length of time
necessary to reach ultimate disposition is the Supreme Court's June 25, 2008 decision on the
1989 Exxon Valdez oil spill, which was released almost 20 years after the incident occurred.
We are not aware of a widespread incidence of substantial adverse outcomes from undisclosed
contingencies, other than in connection with recent and continuing losses incurred by certain real
estate developers and financial institutions. The scope of the Proposed Statement, however,
exempts these types of contingencies, so it appears that the entire population of financial
statement issuers is being punished for the misdeeds of a few.
Lastly, under the heading "How Does This Proposed Statement Relate to International
Convergence?", the Proposed Statement identifies accounting differences between disclosure
requirements that have not yet been addressed by the International Accounting Standards Board.
With the impending convergence of global accounting and reporting standards, we believe that it
would be a mistake for the two standard-setting bodies not to be in agreement before any final
decisions are made. Otherwise, financial statement preparers and users will be faced with
continuing uncertainty and incongruity, as well as the specter of additional changes, which
reflects poorly on the accounting profession.
We have included in Exhibit 1 to this letter our comments on the specific questions that are
enumerated in the Proposed Statement. In Exhibit I, the italicized material sets forth the Board's
question, followed by our comments.
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Thank you for your consideration.
Respectfully,

Is! James F. Barlow
James F. Barlow
Senior Vice President,
Corporate Controller
(Principal Accounting Officer)

Is! Douglas S. Ingram
Douglas S. Ingram, Esq.
Executive Vice President,
Chief Administrative Officer
General Counsel and Assistant Secretary

Is! Jeffrey L. Edwards
Jeffrey L. Edwards
Executive Vice President,
Finance and Business Development,
Chief Financial Officer
(Principal Financial Officer)

Exhibit I
Responses to Individual Questions in the Proposed Statement

Question 1. Will the proposed Statement meet the project's objective of providing enhanced
disclosures about loss contingencies so that the benefits of those disclosures justify the
incremental costs? Why or why not? What costs do you expect to incur if the Board were to
issue this proposed Statement in its current form as a final Statement? How could the Board
further reduce the costs of applying these requirements without significantly reducing the
benefits?

No, for the reasons set forth in the accompanying letter and in response to Question 5 below. If
the Proposed Statement is issued in its current fonn as a final statement, we will incur significant
outside legal costs to assist our inside legal staff with drafting the required disclosures on a
quarterly basis. We also believe that the Proposed Statement's disclosure standards would result
in disclosures that are so long and complex as to be unintelligible to most financial statement
users, which is contrary to the SEC's stated disclosure goals of clarity and certainty. In addition,
we believe that while disclosures mandated by the Proposed Statement will be viewed by users
of the financial statements as reliable predictors of the outcome of the contingent liability
discussed, those disclosures will actually be based on unreliable estimates we will be forced to
make in order to comply.
We believe the level of quantitative and qualitative disclosures required under FASB Statement
No.5, as they exist today, are effective and appropriate in meeting financial statement users'
needs. In addition, we believe the principles expressed in FASB Statement No. 5 are well
understood and both regularly and rigorously deliberated by preparers of financial statements.
Within an equitable and clearly defined framework, management must be allowed to apply its
judgment to determine the timing and fonnat of financial statement disclosures. We believe it
would be detrimental to the emerging concept of principles-based, or objectives-based,
accounting standards, which generally leave implementation to the judgment of preparers and
auditors, if the Board issued the Proposed Statement in its current fonn as a final statement.
Frankly, we know of no better example of a pure principles-based accounting standard than
FASB Statement No.5 as it exists today.
Question 2. Do you agree with the Board's decision to include within the scope of th is proposed
Statement obligations that may result from withdrawal from a multiemployer plan for a portion
of its unfonded benefit obligation, which are currently subject to the provisions of Statement 5?
Why or why not?

No. Because the contingencies resulting from such actions are already encompassed by FASB
Statement No.5, they do not need to be specifically addressed by the Proposed Statement.
Question 3. Should an entity be required to provide disclosures about loss contingencies,
regardless of the likelihood of loss, if the resolution of the contingencies is expected to occur
within one year of the date of the financial statements and the loss contingencies could have a
severe impact upon the operations of the entity? Why or why not?
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No. Eliminating the "reasonably possible" limitation that presently exists in SOP 94-6 would
create a substantial number of new contingencies. We believe that most financial statement
users would be confused by this because they would read about a risk followed by a lengthy
discussion of why the issuer does not feel that the contingency is likely.

Question 4. Paragraph 10 of Statement 5 requires entities to "give an estimate of the possible
loss or range of loss or state that such an estimate cannot be made." One offinancial statement
users' most significant concerns about disclosures under Statement 5 's requirements is that the
disclosures rarely include quantitative information. Rather, entities often state that the possible
loss cannot be estimated. The Board decided to require entities to disclose the amount of the
claim or assessment against the entity, or, if there is no claim or assessment amount, the entity's
best estimate of the maximum possible exposure to loss. Additionally, entities would be
permitted, but not required, to disclose the possible loss or range of loss if they believe the
amount of the claim or assessment is not representative of the entity's actual exposure.
a. Do you believe that this change would result in an improvement in the reporting of
quantitative information about loss contingencies? Why or why not?
No. There are a number of contingencies, including accounts receivable reserves, warranty
liabilities and restructuring reserves for which the existing reporting requirements require
detailed disclosures. Material litigation matters are also often given a similar level of detail.
That said, because of the nature of litigation and uncertainties involved in many
contingencies, the amount of the claim or assessment is very often much higher than the
ultimate settlement and is not based on the claimant's actual expectations. In these cases, we
believe that disclosing the amount of the claim would be misleading. Similarly, a company's
ability to disclose useful quantitative information about unasserted loss contingencies will
often be limited.

b. Do you believe that disclosing the possible loss or range of loss should be required, rather
than optional, if an entity believes the amount of the claim or assessment or its best estimate
of the maximum possible exposure to loss is not representative of the entity's actual
exposure? Why or why not?
No. Requiring these disclosures would be misleading to financial statement users and would
be highly detrimental to companies' ability to negotiate a settlement or pursue available
defenses. Please also see our further response to Question No.5 below.

c. If you disagree with the proposed requirements, what quantitative disclosures do you
believe would best fUlfill users' needs for quantitative information and at the same time not
reveal significant information that may be prejudicial to an entity's pOSition in a dispute?
Irrespective of potential prejudice, we feel that any mandated expansion in the level of
required quantitative information implies a level of precision that simply does not exist.
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Question 5. If a loss contingency does not have a specific claim amount, will an entity be able to
provide a reliable estimate of the maximum exposure to loss (as required by paragraph 7(a))
that is meaningfol to users? Why or why not?

No. In OUT litigation experience and as is customary, claims are typically made without the
plaintiff specifying the total damage amount. This includes product liability claims, securities
class action claims, whistleblower claims and intellectual property infringement claims.
Moreover, in cases where a plaintiff does claim a specific damage amount in the complaint, the
amount is often subject to change as discovery proceeds, additional facts are leamed, and
damage experts are retained and opine. It is primarily in these contexts, where damages are
highly speculative, that we would be required by the Proposed Statement to estimate our
maximum exposure to loss. Even where, by the nature of the claim being made, we may be able
to provide a reasonable estimate of the most likely possible 10SS, 1 we are not likely to be able to
reasonably and reliably estimate the claim's maximum exposure. For example, if, despite our
attempts to settle a matter on terms consistent with past experience, a plaintiff pursues a case to a
full jury trial, we would be unable to provide an estimate of what a jury might award. Each
plaintiff will have unique injuries and will elicit varying degrees of sympathy from a jury, and
could also successfully make arguments not made by prior plaintiffs. All of these issues would
impact the overall verdict and loss, and we are therefore unable to predict with any reliability the
outcome of a trial. Furthermore, doing so would not be helpful to a financial statement user
because the most likely range of outcomes would be significantly different than the total
maximum exposure.
The foregoing problems with determining a particular claim's maximum exposure are
compounded in cases where the facts and claims are of a more unique and individual nature. In
those circumstances, while we may believe that we understand a range of possible settlements,
neither we nor our outside counsel may have a true sense of the maximum exposure. Indeed, in
most cases, even the plaintiff cannot provide a damage estimate until discovery is closed, all
relevant facts are learned and damage experts have been consulted. Requiring us to provide a
prediction regarding the maximum exposure would be substantially based on conjecture as to
what may be learned during the course of the lawsuit and therefore, totally unreliable.
Additionally, any such estimate would likely be wrongly perceived by financial statement users
as being fact-based. Thus, the estimate would be misleading as to the true nature of the potential
maximum liability.
Even if at some point during a particular litigation matter it appears that we may be able to
determine our maximum exposure (e.g., if the plaintiffs damages expert opines on the damages
or the plaintiff proposes a settlement offer), we still could not state with any certainty what the
maximum exposure ultimately might be. As additional facts come to light during the discovery
process or legal rulings are issued by the court (or by appellate courts), oUT assessment of our
maximum exposure would necessarily change. Accordingly, to the extent that we are able to
make any assessment of OUT maximum exposure in connection with preparing and finalizing our

For example, through our 2006 acquisition of Inamed Corporation we assumed several ongoing breast implant tort
claims. Claims of this nature have been brought and resolved over several years and we believe that we are generally
able to detennine a reasonable estimate of the likely range of loss associated with most of the claims.
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financial reports for any particular accounting period, that assessment would almost certainly be
materially outdated shortly after being issued.
Because a publicly-traded company's financial statements are filed with the Securities and
Exchange Commission and subject the issuer to liability under, among other laws, the Securities
Act of 1933 and Securities Exchange Act of 1934, issuers will likely be compelled to provide
conservative estimates of their maximum liability exposure. This is particularly true as issuers
come to understand that if the required disclosures and estimates prove to be inaccurate, as some
inevitably will, they become sources of additional claims and litigation.
Consequently, users of financial statements will not receive an accurate view of an issuer's total
maximum exposure or be able to accurately assess the potential liability faced by a particular
issuer or group of issuers in the same industry. 2 While the estimate of maximum exposure to
loss will not be helpful to financial statement users for this and other reasons discussed in this
response, it will almost always be highly detrimental to the issuer in resolving the claim. For
example, the maximum exposure estimate may be used by plaintiffs as admissible evidence in
the proceeding itself or as leverage during settlement discussions. Disclosure of the maximum
exposure together with the required disclosure of the company's "qualitative assessment of the
most likely outcome ... the anticipated timing of [the claim's] resolution ... and the significant
assumptions made by the [company] in estimating the amounts disclosed" runs the risk, and
more likely the reality, of revealing aspects of defendant's analysis of the claim that have
historically and appropriately been guarded in adversary proceedings.
Question 6. Financial statement users suggested that the Board require disclosure of settlement
offers made between counterparties in a dispute. The Board decided not to require that
disclosure because often those offers expire quickly and may not reflect the status of negotiations
only a short time later. Should disclosure of the amount ofsettlement offers made by either party
be required? Why or why not?
No. We agree with the Board's conclusion as set forth in the question.
Question 7. Will the tabular reconciliation of recognized loss contingencies, provided on an
aggregated basis, provide usefol information about loss contingencies for assessing future cash
flows and understanding changes in the amounts recognized in the financial statements? Why or
why not?

In the case of litigation matters, no. Although such a reconciliation might prove informative by
providing the absolute amounts of aggregated contingencies at the balance sheet dates, the
requirement for a qualitative description of the significant activity in the reconciliation would
potentially entail a level of complexity that we believe is beyond the ability of most financial
statement users to effectively comprehend or find useful.

This issue is not fully addressed by the issuer's ability to provide the best estimate of the loss or possible range of loss.
Such an estimate will (i) similarly be provided on a very conservative basis and (ii) be used to qualify the validity of the
estimate of the maximum exposure to loss, which wiUlead to a confusing analysis in which the financial statement user
is provided with what appears to be helpful quantitative data but is actually left to "read the tea leaves" provided by the
disclosure.
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Question 8. This proposed Statement includes a limited exemption from disclosing prejudicial
information. Do you agree that such an exemption should be provided? Why or why not?
We agree with the concept of an exemption from disclosing prejudicial information, but do not
agree that it should necessarily be limited to ''rare instances." That decision, we believe, could
be very common for a specific entity or during a particular reporting period and an attempt to
limit it in that manner is not reasonable. Please also see our response to Question No.5.

Question 9. Ifyou agree with providing a prejudicial exemption, do you agree with the two-step
approach in paragraph J J? Why or why not? If not, what approach would you recommend and
why?
No. A1> previously stated in our response to Question 7, we do not agree that the tabular
reconciliation is useful.

Question 10. The International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) continues to deliberate
changes to lAS 37, Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and Contingent Assets, but has not yet
reconsidered the disclosure requirements. The existing disclosure requirements of lAS 37
include a prejudicial exemption with language indicating that the circumstances under which
that exemption may be exercised are expected to be extremely rare. This proposed Statement
includes language indicating that the circumstances under which the prejudicial exemption may
be exercised are expected to be rare (instead of extremely rare). Do you agree with the Board's
decision and, if so, why? If not, what do you recommend as an alternative and why?
No. This question raises the more fundamental issue of international convergence. We do not
believe that a standard should be considered before the FASB and IASB are in agreement.

Question J J. Do you agree with the description ofprejudicial information as information whose
"disclosure . .. could affect, to the entity's detriment, the outcome of the contingency itself"? If
not, how would you describe or define prejudicial information and why?
We believe that this standard is too narrow as drafted in the Proposed Statement. We are
concerned that the standard does not sufficiently protect issuers that have had loss contingencies
asserted against them for some of the reasons discussed in the last paragraph of our response to
Question 5 above. In addition, the standard does not address issues raised by the fact that the
required disclosures are likely to be based on confidential communications between companies
and their counsel which may cause the disclosure to constitute a waiver of the attorney/client
privilege or work product immunity. This partial waiver of the ultimate conclusion of the
conversation may also be used to assert a waiver of the underlying discussion and analysis
leading to the disclosure. In addition, we believe that our independent registered public
accounting firm will seek to test our estimates and disclosures as part of its audit work, which
could lead it to seek detailed information from counsel that will also pose waiver risks.
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Question 12. Do you believe it is operational for entities to disclose a/l of the proposed
requirements for interim and annual reporting periods? Should the tabu/or reconciliation be
required only annually? Why or why not?

No. Even if we agreed with the proposed requirements for annual reporting periods, such
requirements for interim periods would be inconsistent with the basic premises of interim
reporting, i.e., that condensed information be presented and that only significant developments
since the most recent annual reporting period be subject to interim disclosure.
Question 13. Do you believe other information about loss contingencies should be disclosed that
would not be required by this proposed Statement? If so, what other information would you
require?

No.
Question 14. Do you believe it is operational for entities to implement the proposed Statement in
fiscal years ending afier December 15, 2008? Why or why not?

No. The Board added this issue to its teclmical agenda on September 6, 2007 but did not issue
an exposure draft for nine months. It is unreasonable to expect that the issues can be fully
discussed, deliberated and implemented during 2008 for issuers who report on a calendar year
basis.
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Robert H. Hen, CbairmaD
Financial ACCOWlting Standards Board
401 Merritt 7
P. O. Box 5116
Norwalk, CT 06856-5116

Sir David Tweedy, Chairman
Intematiooal Accouating StandanI$ Board
30 Cannon Street
London EC4M 6XH
United Kingdom
Dear Sirs:
Each ofus is a senior litigator for a large U.S. corporatiOn. Although we arc not
a<:COWltants, we believe that it is impormm to provide our peupective on the Fit)anciaJ
A~unting Standard Board's (PASB) recent decision to add a project on accounting for
contingencies to its agenda. We have followed dcvcloJlQlenlS related to accounting for
contingencies with great interest subsequent to issuance of the 2005 Invitation to Comment,
Selected Issues Relaled 10 Assels DIId Lktbililies wllh Uncertainties. We also arc aware of
recent decisions made by the FASB with respect to the guicla!Ke on subsequent
measurements in the forthcoming SIIIDdazd on business combinations. A critic:ally
important element within the broad spectrum of poteDtial ~ and liabilities within the
scope oflbis project is the area oflitigatioo, which Iw attributes that require special
consideration in the Board's delibenJtions on new accounting and disclosUJeS related to
coo'ingeocies. As litigators, we are intimately familiar with the complexities that arise in
the considcnstion of potcDtial liabilities related to asserted and unasserted claims, the
practical realities associated with recognition and measurement based on limited
information, as well as the nature of the legal system, which adds to the general uncertainly
of outcomes.
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We understand thai many FASB and (lASS) members are concerned that recognition of a
liability under SFAS SI takes place far too long after the filing of a lawsuit or the bringing
of a claim, and their view that fair value should be used so that recognition of a liability in
the financial statements occurs earlier. We do not believe that the fair value of contingent
IISgeIS and liabilities related to Iitiption ean be reliably measured in many cases, especially
in the early stages of an asserted claim. In addition, we believe that such B requirement
could lead to significant unintended conscqucnces. For all of the criticism that has been
leveled against it, we believe thai the SFAS S model for accounting for contingencies is
appropriate and well-undentood by all. constituents, including investors, and is capable of
high quality application and audit because it requires a contingency to reach a level of being
"probable and estimable" before it is recorded.
Litigation is inherently unpredictable. Proof of that unpredictability can be seen in cases,
such as the infamous case apinst Mcllonald's i1\voIving damages nom a spilled cup of
coffee, the differing verdicts for the first Vioxx cases tried against Merck or in a variety of
other contexts. Moreover, determining when during litigation the probability of loss
changes and by how much is highly judgmental. The SFAS S standard of recognizing a
liability only when it is probable and estimable embraces this judgnlent It also is consistent
with the recognition that the filing of 8 lawsuit in today's environment is not necessarily a
significant event affecting the company's fmancial exposure. Too often, lawsuits are filed
for publicity or to pressure companies, only 10 be dropped later: either voluntarily or as a
result of being dismissed by the Court Moreova-, even if oot dismissed at the outset, it is
the experience of the undersigned that wbat the lawsuit is really about, and the potential
financial consequences it poses, if any. only comes into focus over the lengthy Iitiption
process of discovery - and the relevant facton for making that determination often bear no
resemblance to those presented in the initial filing.
Accordingly, recognizing these potential assets and liabilities at fair value at the outset of

the matter would be both flawed and misleading. 10 a majority of the cases, the lASB
proposal discussed in the lTe wiD require recognition of potential liabilities related to
tranSient cin:um.'It8IIceS. These Iemporary liabilities often will result in no future cash
outflow.. We do not believe thai it is belpful to users of financial statements to require
assets or liabilities to be recorded for what might, and in some instances most likely will
not, happen. Without a probable thresbold. investors will bave to evaluate the merits of
large numbers of cases that have no chance of prevailing in the courtroom. Moreover,
requiring companies to recognize an obligation could lead to abuse by adversaries seeking
to take advantage of the financial impact a lawsuit could have on a company. Thus, an
adversary could threaten suit, with the acknowledgement that there only is a 1% chance of
winning a billion dollar verdict, and then agree to senle for SS million before the suit is
filed so that the company can avoid baYing to recognize a SI0 million potential obligation.
Furthermore. evcn if this "arbitraging" of claims did not occur, the "stand-ready"
obligation, if discovered by the plaintiff during the litiption, would no doubt set a new

• S_em of Financial AccOUllling SIImcIads No. 5. "Ac:<oUDting (or Cmrma-ics"
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floor for any negotiations over the value of the Iitiplion - thereby almost certainly
rendering the reserve iJw:curate from the stan.
We also observe that utili2ing a fair value measurement is an extremely costly and timeconsuming exercise because of the complex nature of litigation. There are dozens of
judgments and weightings inherent in evaluating any litigation, and all of them could
significandy impact "fair value". For example, factors (some of which may not be readily
known) might inelude: applicable case law and common law, the venue, the practices of the
laWYCfS involved, the practices of the judge and/or magistrate involved, the current politieal
and media environment, potential outcomes of other companies facing similar litigation,
seriousness of the a1legc:d damage, prior scttiemc:nt amo.mts, the strenglh of viable legal
theories, the outcome of factual disputes, potential defense costs, the presence of third
parties - such as government agencies, etc. And, even after all of this time and effort have
been invested, a projected outcome is still likely to be inaccurate, especially at the outset of
a matter. In addition In all of these considerations, we are unsure of the effect of the new
standard on tair value measun:ments on this measwement process. We understand that this
new guidam:c would require estimation of the theoretical exit price for the transfer of this
liability to a third party, including determination of an appropriate risk premium that would
be necessary to compensate for the significant uncertainty inherent in such claims.
Under existing accounting standards, the difficult recognition and measurement issues are
considered only after it is deemed probable that the plaintiff will prevail. The proposed
model, in contrast, would embrace recognition of a lawsuit that has an~ ';;~bility of
success whatsoever. In a model that blurs the distinction between traditio
notions of
recognition and measurement, it is wacl_ as to bow one can differentiate between changes
in fair value and correction of .errors. Willi the irregular pattern and intervals in which
information relevant to the required valuations becomes available, it would seem logical to
assume that the receipt of new information would always be of the former type. However.
the caution that accountants and auditors will exercise in the current environment of
accounting and auditing scrutiny will make these assessments unduly burdensome and
time-consuming. For example, aftcr-the-fact reviews of the valuations could be judged by
what the company "should have known" in making the determination as opposed to what
information it actually possessed. In addilion, we are concerned about how auditors will
attest In the accuracy and validity of these measurements, as they are not experts in this area
and even experts would fmd it difficult to corroborate or refute what is inherently a highly
judgmental determination.
Omitting the probability criterion for recognition of non-financial liabilities also apl""'? to
be in a direct conflict with the accounting concept of a liability as defined in CON 6 , which
says liabilities are probable future sacrifices of economic benefits arising from presmt
obligations of a particular entity to transfer assets or provide services to other entities in the
future as a result of past transactions or events. The use ofprobable in CON 6 refers to that
, Stat......... of Financial CODCcpQ No.6, "Era-a of financial Stotemen........ ",placem.nt of f ASB
Cooc:epts SIB_IS No.3 (inc:orporaring an ame"""-t of fASB C_opts S_mcnb No.2)."
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which can reasonably be expecJed or believed on the basis of available evidence or logic
but is neither certain ncr proved. These definitions by their nature require probability to be
analyzed to detennine the company's expected outflow. If a liability is not expected or
probable, it should II!!! be m:ogDized in the financial statements. for doing so is likely to
present a distorted view of an enlity'. liquidity, worlcing capital, and financial position.
Recognition of such ilems. as 8 result of the proposed "stand ready" obligation, would
contradict the well-understood concepts of liability and probability, and would undoubtedly
be misleading and confusing to the user community.
Lastly, wc request that the Board engage in a dialogue with knowledgeable attorneys before
fldd teSting any proposal to m:ord contingent liabilities at fair vall11! because we believe
that there is the potential for unintended economic consequences to corporations defending
litigation. We would be ple8sed to participate in a Professional Education session to
explain in greater detail to members of the Board and Staff the perspective we have on the
implications of the ITC proposal on accounting for contingencies related to litigation.
We appreciate tn" opportunity to provide our views to the FASB and lASB on this malter,
which we believe to be of critical importance to all constituents.

vcry truly yours,

Sandra L. Phillips
Senior Vice President & Associate Genetal Counsel
Chief Litigation CO\msel - Pfizer

Alexander Dimitrief
Vice President & Sr. Counsel for Litigation and Legal Policy - General Electric

Thomas L. Sager
Vice President, Assistant General Counsel and Chief Litigation Counsel - DuPont
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Mark C. Moml
Senior Vice President and Deputy General Cowuel- Viacom, Inc.

Paul J. Eblenbach, Vice President & Assistant GeneraJ Counsel, Litigation
The Boeing Company

Ierome N. Krulewitcb
Senior Vice President and General Counsel Americas - McDonald's Corporation

James W. Hawkins
Vice Pnosident and Chief Litigation Counsel - KimberlY-C1ark Corporation

~i.
EdwardJ. Weiss

UJ-4·4 ..

Senior Vice Prnidcnt & Depuoy Genet21 Counsd-Tunc Wattier

s

Thoedorc uTayscn" Van Iiallie
Associate General Counsel - Johnson 8r. Johnson

Dough R. Edward.
Senior Vicc PreUdent and Deputy Genenl Counsel- Wach0vi2 Corporation

'--

DfO

~I-"'f. I )
Dennis P. Lynch
Vice President and Chier Litigation Counsel- Tyco International

--u,.d} O.::Ax,
David Onorato
Deputy General Counsel - Bank of America

George Selby
Corporate Vice President Law - Litigation - Motorola, Inc.
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Aprt117, 2006
Mr.~H.Herz

Chairman
Pmanc:IalAccounting S1andan!G Board
401 MenltI7
P.O. Box 5116
NoIwaIk, CT 06856-5118
Raj

DlacIo!un' gut ,

9'9

Gont'"91ncl....patantlal Amendment of FAS 5

Dear Mr. Herz:

The Committee on Corporate Reporting rCCR") of Finalldal ExecutIves Intemaliorlal rFEIj
wishes to share its vllIINS on one particular matter concerning the Financial ACCounting Standards
Board', ("FASB" or "BoanI") reconsideration of FASB Statement No. 5 - Accounting for
Contingencies iFAS 5"): SpecHlcalIy CCR IXlncam8d with the Impllcallans this projecl wll have
on the acxxxmtIng and dlsclosU/ll$ of loss oontIngendes related 10 litigation; partk:UlarIy the
prejudicial Impacts 1he&e changes will have on CJngOIng or threatened ItIIgation.

'S

FEI Is a leadlng International organization of senior financial executiVes. CCR Is a technical
committee of FEI, WhIch revllllNS and responds 10 IlI888ICh 81tJd1es. statements, pronouncemen1s,
pending IeglsIaUOn, proposeIs and other documents Issued by domesllc and int8ma1Ionai
agencies'and organlza6ons. ThIs document represents the views of CCR and not necessarily the
views of FEI or its members Individually.
FAS 5 has been In existence for CNBr 30 years and ~ts an exc;ellent example of a
princlpJes.based standard. CCR has been carefUlly following the Board's re-dallberatlons of FAS
5. Wa note the Boanfs vfews that changing bus/nass. legal and regulaloly condl6ons and
evolving investor needs and concems, now _ t a re-conslderation of the recognition,
~rement and dlGcIosure requirements of "AS 5. At this time we are not suggesting thellhe
other contingencies In th" scope of FAS 5 should nol be vetted and _ sre nol taking any
posillon WIth respect thereto; quite the conlrary we believe this Is an approprtala project for the

Board.
However, CCR i. very concerned aboUt any chengas 10 FAS 5'8 IJuidance with respect 10 loss
contIngenctes related 10 IIUQIIIfon. CCR acknowledges the Board has staled thai H doe. not, per
Be, Inland thai any .._
of FAS 5 will require disclosures thai 8re prejudk:lalto the InlBresls of
the ftnanclal statement prepare<. However. we believe that 11m( Incremental dIsclOSUres, other
!han a descI1pUon of the legal action, COUld potentially be useful to a plaintiff. Further we believe
If th" expactallon of any revision 10 FAS 5 Is for more disclosure that M wiN be difllCU/t for a
lnanclel statement pnsparer 10 avokl rnaJdng disclosures thai would, or could, be prejudicial.
Accordingly, we stronIIly reoommend Nllgation be removed from the scopa of the projecl and the
cunent requirements of FAS 5 remain In etreet. Our reasons ara set forth below.
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Ullgatlon Is dlffe..nt from nther contingencies:
We believe loss contingencies related to Htigation are very dllferanl from all 0Iher oontingencles

within the scope of FAS 5. The olller in-scope oontIngencies lend to be much more operational In
nature, lend thamseIvea more reedIIy to reasonable estimation, are frequently more predictable
as to timing and cash flaws and In general are more of an ordinary course of business nem.
LJUgation on the other hand 18 anything but operational and oniIl1III)' course of business. It Is an
advel!l8llal slluation and sub/ect to a set of legal and judicial process&s with the objective being
the extraction of runds and OCher forms of COfll>8nsatlon for the plaintiffs benard. The end resuft
of Utigallon 18 fnlquenay very _ , t to pnKIIcl For example, pradictlng the outcome of
InteUactuaI property Htigation has proven to very problemaUc parUcuIatty In markets that do not yet
haw meaningful )udk:ial a admInI_ prwcedants upon which a company and lis counsel can
pnIdicI with reasonable accuracy a specific reauR. AddIIIonally litigation is often brought for _
reasons such 38 for publicity, negollaling leverage on another matisr, political and social
agandas, etc. Due to the nature of litigation and the allendenl legal processes, whelher a
COfI108ny has a measurable liability Is Inherentiy uncertain; !he degree of such uncertainty being
much higher versus the other In-scope FAS 5 conUngencies. Therefore a litigation contingency Is .
exoaplionally different from any other type of contingency; so much so we believe as to readily
Justify different accounllng and disclosure requirements.
Chang" to FAS 5 wKI be hannful to Invesmrs:
CCR has consistentiy suppated the BoaRl's objective of conIlnuous improvements to financial
accounting end reporting for the _
of financial statement users. We strongly believe !he
direction this project Is IJendlng will, however, be detrimental to !hose needs In several respects:
•

We believe the FASB 18, In eIIect, asking the wrong question of financial statement users.
We expect users would alllrmatlwly respond If the question is ·00 you want more
information about IlUgatlon?" However If the question posed was ·00 you want more
Informetion about lltigalion " providing this information aided !he plalntillS and could
oonoelVllbIy cost ilia Company, and sharehofders such as yourself, a lot of monay?" We
submit the answer to this question Is much less clear and will frequently be ·no:

•

litigation Is Inherentiy unpredictable; the path towaRiB resolution Is long end winding wHh
fnlquent changes In dlrecUon. Major litigation Is dynamic and trensRory: It has numerous
ups lind doWns and management's assessment will frequently change as new
Information or legel lheoI1es emerge, settiement and trial strategy evolve, venues
change, JudgeS are assigned, ruUngs are Issued, etc. Acx:ordlngly, assessments of
poIentlallltlgaUon outcomes are highly subjective end dlmcuft to provIda with any degree
of precision. Further, there ere .'tuations where for shor1 windows of time ft may be
tacllcaUy adVantageous to _
a claim but not so advantageous later. Our ooncem I.
that to more fully disclose (versus current practice) and assess four times per year, the
status of open IItIgaIIon mostly provides Information useful only to a oompany's legal
adversar1as. It I. dlftlcult to envision how this Information would be useful to a typical
investor espacIaIIy when disclosed without the fuller context that a plaintiff would have.

•

Building on the above point, we believe expanded litigation diBcIoaures win fnlquently
lead to Investor oonIusion and poor Investor decision making. This is because accurate
disclosures are often very tachnlcal end best unde_ by those closest to the situation
or by trained attorneys. Fa exmnple, a oompany'a atretegy may contemplate losing at a
district oourt level because It 18 8 necessary procedural slap In order to get to an appeals
court level where a suocessfuI outoome I. e_cl8d. Ukewlse litigation strategy may lead
a company to take, or not take, cefIaIn ection. In order to preserve rights for appeal. We
could enumerate many additional examples however our point 1& that expended
disclosures will be dllllcun to understand without context and Inside knowtedge. What
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mill" seem to an outside party 10 be a good, or bad, development may be IIlUe more than
a roullne step In the process. Further 10 disclose lhal a company expects 10 lose In a
loWer court but wi. win on _ _I is not likely 10 have a salutary effect on the Judges
Involved. As a consequence Imlestor ded.ions might be baSed on an Incornp_
undel8landlng of the situation -!he exacllssue the expanded disclosures are InIended to

rectify.
In addIlIon, we note _
on December 4, 2007 you rec:elvecl a IeUer from \he chief IiUQ8IO<S from
a number of major U.S. corporations. We concur with !he concerns !hey raised. They raised
numerous valid poInls which are fully COI18iolenI with !he Ihues and concerns we have discussed

herein.

Expanded dI""losu.. c;onftlc:ta with management's lIduc:lary ...ponslbRltles:
R Is \he responsIbDlty of the management of every company (0 do everything thai Is commercially
l88sonab/e to protect tha companys ......Is for !he benalil of Its shareholders and OIher Investors.
One of Ihe ways management carries out !hiS responsibility is by keepjng confidential informaHon
that could be usetiJl to an adversary. Well managed companies have extensive Intemal poIldes
which strictly controllhe dissemination of information which Is harmful to !he company's Interests.
The Board's project to expand loss contingency disclc>sths is dlamell1caily opposed to these
fiduciary requirements.
Management always has Ihe opllon to make voluntary disclosures
regartfmg Ihe status of liligallan but should not be compelled to do so beyond the current
requirements of FAS 5 and the raIaIed pIIIdlces thaI have developed over the years. CCR
believes that by requiring 8lq)8nded dsdosures which m a - , would frequenlly view as III
advised, Ih8 Board has Inadvertently inserted Itself Into Ihe management process. We do not
believe thl. is what the Board Intended but nwli be an unintended consequanca of this projec:t's

direction.
Impact on Altomey-Cllent and Audltor-CPent Communications:
We believe a likely, and unfOflunate, outcome of 8lq)8nded disdosure requirements wiD be a
retardation of allomey-dlent and audItor-cllent communications. In the FASB'. Ideal scenario
earlier and more expansive dlsdosuras about the slatu5 01 UUgation wi. be<:<>me "\he norm".
Attomeys, with their responsibility to protecItheir clients' Interests, win need to be cognizant of
management's new dIscIoswe obllgeUons. We can eesIIy envision scenariOS where a companys
Iltigalion counsel beoomes more drcumlpect about Ihe advice and legal analysis thay provide to
their cIlents because !hay will be concerned about the poss/bIe need to d!sdose such. We
acknowledge Ihe Board does not seek 10 prejudice a company's Interests as a resuR of new
disclosures and we appreciate that dsdosUres may be aecumulated al II higher level than an
Individual case. Tllal said, the mere Internal galhertng of Ihe lower level information .-aery
for the aggregation may very well be discoverable In due course. FurIher, boIh managemenl and
lligation counsel will need to be cognizant of managemenra responslblllU8s to comply with, and
Ihe auditor's responsibilities to enforoe FASB pronouncements even Wthe dlent would oIheIwise
prvfer to avoid these dildos....... Ills obvious to us thai one way to avoid putUng !he auditors In
this spot Is to be more deilbereUve about Ih8 InfonnaIIon !hal Is shared with !hem. We strongly
believe neither of the above reclJctIons of InformaUon flow Is desirable howaVer we believe this Is
what wlllfnlquently resuR.

Goat Congruence wJlh the prog.... Report of the AdvIaory Committee on Improvements
to Financial Reporting IClFR):

As you are aware, tha InItlaI report of the CIFR oonvnIRee oontaIned many recommandations with
,aspect to !he standards seltlng process. Among !he proposals was the call for 8lq)8nded preIsSUance Raid _
by the Board and staff. We belleva Ihe FAS 5 reconsideration project as II
relates to litigation Is an eXceUent project to apply this CIFR recommendallon. We strongly
encourage the field tesUng be conducted befo<e the Exposure Draft Is released. Further, as part
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•

of the field _
we sbongly ~ the Board to include the American Bar Association. or
appropriate comrnIttM thenIof, as part of this process.

Summary
CCR Is extremeiy concerned about the guidance we expect the Board will recommend. We
beleve FAS 5 as k relates to llIIgatIon contingencies has worked reasonably wen over the past
_
plus decades and remain. an excellent example of princIpIa8 based accounIIng. lis
requirements and lirnilation. "'" well understood by al relevant parties end woridng protocols
h ..... emerged over the ya8J5. We acknowledge that situations have oa:urred when companies
nocognlzed litigation _
and a review of prior dlsdoouras may not have provided su!llcient
warning of Impending losses. _
we SU8p8CI that If Ihe8e situations are anaiyzed that
many of the tosses were also unforeseen by management end thai the 10.. occurrad due to the
dillicuky or assessing litigation outcomes process rather than a conscioUs dedslon not to provide
disclosures. It should be noted however, that there Is nothing that prohibits management from
making today what might be considered voIunlaly disclosures on litigation If they consider H
appmprlate and In the sh8reholders best intaI8sts to do so. We strongly recommend to the
Board that there be no changes to the current requirements ofFAS 5 as k relates to litigation .

......
We appreciats the Board'8 conaIdaraIIon or these matters and weleoma the opportunity 10
discuss any and all related matters. We will more fully respond to the Exposure D<all when K Is
pubiished and we e>cpact to have additional comments at that time. We understand the Board is
con&ideIing having soma roundtable meetings to more fully vel the concerns of the preparer
cornrnJIliIy. We strongly endorse such a step and we would be pleased to participate In any
such meetings.

Sincerely,

Arnold C. Hanish
Chairman, CommHtee on Corporate Reporting
Financial Exacutive. International

